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Copyright (C) 1995-1997
Mark Karpov The main
CFITSIO code is
contained in fitsio.c,
fitsio.f and fitsio.h.
The wrapper code for
Fortran programmers is
in fitsio.f. This is a
code-generation program
that converts a Fortran
77 interface to C. The
CFITSIO library is best
installed into a
directory named
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'cfitsio' in the same
directory as the main
FITSIO program. The
CFITSIO library includes
a set of functions for
reading and writing the
FITS data files. The
functions are: fitsread
fitsread reads the
specified file, converts
it to data and writes
out a header fitsreadlns
fitsreadlns reads the
specified file and
leaves the data at the
beginning of a FITS data
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file. fitsreadlfb reads
the specified file and
leaves the data at the
beginning of a FITS data
file without the line
header. fitsreadltc
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
data file without the
line header and converts
it to ASCII. fitsreadlb
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
data file without the
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line header. fitsreadlc
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
data file without the
line header and converts
it to ASCII. fitsreadlf
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
data file without the
line header. fitsreadlb
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
data file without the
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line header. fitsreadlc
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
data file without the
line header and converts
it to ASCII. fitsreadlfb
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
data file without the
line header and converts
it to ASCII. fitsreadlnt
reads the specified file
and leaves the data at
the beginning of a FITS
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data file without the
line header. The type of
data in the file is
decoded and can be one
of the following: -1
logical value -2 logical
value -3 logical value
-4 logical value -5
logical value
CFITSIO (April-2022)

Each CFITSIO Full Crack
C or Fortran subroutine
accepts an arbitrary
number of keywords,
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which are string
constants that act like
macros in an assembly
language. The keyword
constants can be simple
strings representing
names, values, and
source and/or
destination locations,
or numeric values or
ranges of values. The
keywords have a fixed C
or Fortran character
length of 0x80. They can
be used in any place in
a source program to
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perform multiple tasks
at once, such as
specifying a source or
destination name, or
indicating a range of
values. A string
constant begins with a
leading # or %
character. If the first
character is #, then the
string is a comment to
the program reader and
will be ignored during
FITS file read and write
operations. If the first
character is %, then the
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string is a variable
name to be substituted
in the program before
compilation. CFITSIO
allows the use of the
same variable name in
different macros to
avoid potential name
conflicts. The number
and order of the
parameters in a macro
are unimportant. The
only requirement is that
all the parameters
appear together in the
same macro before the
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closing parenthesis. END
The following routines
will be described in
this file: *************
************************
************************
****************** * * *
C-callable routines * *
* **********************
************************
************************
********* The following
routines are available
in the CFITSIO
77a5ca646e
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CFITSIO provides a set
of simple C and Fortran
subroutines that enable
the user to read and
write data files in the
Flexible Image Transport
System (FITS) format.
FITS (Flexible Image
Transport System) is a
versatile binary data
file format that has
become de facto standard
for image and spectral
data processing on
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ground-based and spacebased telescopes.
CFITSIO can be used in a
variety of applications.
It is intended as a
general purpose tool
that programmers can use
to manipulate FITS data
files. The current
version of CFITSIO
(version 1.4) is written
in C. The source code
for CFITSIO can be
obtained by sending an email to the author. The
following example shows
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how to load a FITS file
into a structure and
write it back to disk.
#include "cfitsio.h"
#include "gtc.h"
#include /* This program
uses FITSio routines to
load a FITS file and
write it to disk. */ int
main(int argc,char*
argv[]) { CfitsFile F;
fitsfile Fs; Cchar
*data,*datalen; int nc;
double *fval; int
*fcount; int count; int
i; int status=1;
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fitsheader FitsHeader;
fitsheader FitsHeader_f;
fitsheader
*FitsHeader_p;
fitsheader
FitsHeader_p_f;
fitsheader
*FitsHeader_p_f; F =
CFITS_INIT(argc,argv);
Fs = CFITS_INIT_FILE(F);
/* Establish the fits
file. */ FitsHeader = CF
ITS_HEADER(Fs,&FitsHeade
r_f,&FitsHeader_p_f);
fitsheader
*FitsHeader_p_f;
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fitsheader
FitsHeader_p_f;
FitsHeader_p =
&FitsHeader_p_f;
fitsheader
FitsHeader_p_f; if (!fit
sfilecf(Fs,"test.fits")
|| fitsfilecf(Fs,"test.f
its")!=0) {
fprintf(stderr
What's New in the CFITSIO?

CFITSIO provides
functions to read,
write, and manipulate
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FITS files. It is
similar to the NCAR GRIB
library but uses the
FITS data format instead
of the GRIB format.
CFITSIO includes a small
library of Fortran
routines for working
with FITS files,
including writing and
creating FITS files. The
FITS format is specified
by the FITS Working
Group and is used by a
number of large,
successful astronomical
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data archives. The FITS
format is documented in
the FITS Technical
Reference Manual. A FITS
file contains a number
of different objects.
The most basic objects
are the data array and
the header of the file.
The header defines the
size of the array, the
information describing
the data, and the names
of the file,
observation, and
processing system. The
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data array is a
rectangular array of
numbers, and the header
includes information
about the size of the
array, and information
about the individual
data entries. There is
one header per file, and
there can be multiple
data arrays. Some of the
information in the
header of a FITS file is
user defined, while some
is derived from the data
format itself. The user
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can change some of the
header values, as well
as modify the file
format, by changing the
userdef values. The
header in the FITS file
contains data in the
following order: File
name and date of data
(header keywords) Number
of array elements
(header keyword) Number
of entries per element
(header keyword) Element
type (header keyword)
Range (header keyword)
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Number of values in each
range (header keyword)
Value of the range
itself (header keyword)
Measurement/processing
system number (header
keyword) Grid number
(header keyword) Pixel
width, in number of
pixels (header keyword)
Pixel height, in number
of pixels (header
keyword) Bit depth
(header keyword) Sample
interval (header
keyword) Tolerance flag
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(header keyword)
Scanning mode (header
keyword) Image type
(header keyword) Scan
angle (header keyword)
Truncation flag (header
keyword) Whether or not
the data value is
interpolated (header
keyword) If multiple
array elements are
listed in the header,
then they are accessed
in the order listed. For
example, for an array of
four 2-byte unsigned
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short values, the data
is arranged as: Offset
Length Bit Value 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
1
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System Requirements For CFITSIO:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit
Windows 7, Windows 8.1,
Windows 10 (32-bit and
64-bit) Processor: Dual
core 2.1 GHz processor
or better Memory: 1 GB
of RAM Graphics: DirectX
11 compatible video card
with 1 GB of RAM
Storage: 2 GB available
space Additional Notes:
Recommended: Processor
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